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Product description:  

DOMETIC MOBICOOL MT38W AC DC 

THERMOELECTRIC PORTABLE FRIDGE 37 L, METALLIC BLUE - 12/230 V A++
Mobicool MT38W is equipped with strong wheels and telescopic handle for easy transport of food
and drinks. With enough space for refrigeration and a dual voltage system for operation with both
the vehicle battery and the 230 V mains, you can freely choose where to spend your days.

STURDY CASTORS
FOR ALL SURFACES
FLEXIBLE FEEDING
AC OR DC
DOUBLE LID
MINIMIZES COLD LOSS
ARTICLE NUMBER: 9600024964
SPECIFICATIONS
DOCUMENTATION

Capacity: 37 l
Can hold up to three 1.5 l bottles vertically
Two sturdy castors, pull-out handle and side handles for lifting ensure excellent portability
For use in cars and interiors with dual voltage system
Double lid minimizes cold air loss
Cable compartment in the lid for tidy storage when not in use
Removable divider allows you to modulate the internal configuration

FREEDOM AND EASE OF MOVEMENT WITH PORTABLE REFRIGERATION
Thanks to the sturdy wheels suitable for any type of surface, Mobicool MT38W AC/DC is the ideal
complement for your next picnic. The wheel axle outside the base and the telescopic pull-out
handle make transport easy. This spacious 37 l portable fridge with double voltage is suitable for
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use with the vehicle's 12 V battery or from a landline socket. The double lid minimises cold
dispersion, while the removable interior divider and cable compartment keep everything in order.
Move around freely with friends - there's enough room for everything!

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 580
Width (mm): 300
Height (mm): 400
Dry weight (Kg): 6.4
Input voltage (V): 12 V - 220/240V
Product type: Thermoelectric cooler
Colour: Blue
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 37
Climate class: ST
Energy class: A++
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